Riccardo Zandonai,
28 maggio - 1 giugno
28th May - 1st June
2013

Riva del Garda - Trento - Italia

Concorso Internazionale per Giovani Cantanti Lirici
International Competition for Young Opera Singers
**FIRST PRIZE**
€ 8.000

**SECOND PRIZE**
€ 5.000

**THIRD PRIZE**
€ 3.000

**RICCARDO ZANDONAI PRIZE**
for the best performance of opera arias or chamber pieces
by Riccardo Zandonai

**MIIETTA SIGHELE PRIZE**
trip to Montreal (Canada) for the participation to concerts
in occasion of the Jeunes Ambassadeurs Lyriques international
programme which will be held in November 2013

**COMUNE OF RIVA DEL GARDA 5 PRIZES**
€ 1.000 each

**CRITICS PRIZE**
"ÓPERA ACTUAL" Barcelona - Spain
€ 1.000

**MUSICA RIVA FESTIVAL PRIZE**
to take part in a concert during the
MRF 2013 (art. 8 of the official rule book)

**SPECIAL PRIZES**

**TOYOTA CULTURAL FOUNDATION**
Japan

**THEATRO SÃO PEDRO SÃO PAULO**
Brazil

**CIA ÓPERA SÃO PAULO**
Brazil

**TIROLER FESTSPIELE ERL**
Austria

**INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION ARAM KHACHATURIAN**
Yerevan - Armenia

* During the period of participation the costs of board and lodging will be covered by the Theatre Lyrihoregra 20, which organises the event.

** Participation in the Singing Masterclass at MRF 2013.

*** Participation to concerts or opera performances in a role to be agreed

Bed and breakfast accommodation at the Youth Hostel in Riva del Garda is provided to those participants who require it (art. 4 of the official rule book)
MASTERCLASS

CANTO  MIETTA SIGHELE
       SINGING  26/07 - 02/08

PIANOFORTE  ALDO CICCOLINI
           PIANO  18/07 - 23/07

VIOLONCELLO  NATALIA GUTMAN
             CELLO  21/07 - 28/07

ISAAC KARABTCHEVSKY

DIREZIONE D'ORCHESTRA
  ORCHESTRAL CONDUCTING
       26/07 - 01/08

DIREZIONE D'ORCHESTRA
     PER ESORDIENTI
 ORCHESTRAL CONDUCTING
 FOR BEGINNERS
     18/07 - 22/07

STATE YOUTH ORCHESTRA OF ARMENIA
La natura della musica

PIANISTI ACCOMPAGNATORI  MARCO BOEMI
PIANO ACCOMPANIST  24/07 - 28/07

FLAUTO  PAOLO TABALLIONE
FLUTE  26/07 - 02/08

OBOE  FABIEN THOUAND
OBOE  26/07 - 02/08

CLARINETTO  CALOGERO PALERMO
CLARINET  26/07 - 02/08

TROMBA  MARCO PIEROBON
TRUMPET  26/07 - 02/08